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ON THE ENTIRE SELF-SHRINKING SOLUTIONS TO
LAGRANGIAN MEAN CURVATURE FLOW
RONGLI HUANG AND ZHIZHANG WANG
Abstract. The authors prove that the logarithmic Monge-Ampe`re flow with
uniformly bound and convex initial data satisfies uniform decay estimates away
from time t = 0. Then applying the decay estimates, we conclude that every
entire classical strictly convex solution of the equation
detD2u = exp{n(−u+
1
2
n∑
i=1
xi
∂u
∂xi
)},
should be a quadratic polynomial if the inferior limit of the smallest eigenvalue of
the function |x|2D2u at infinity has an uniform positive lower bound larger than
2(1− 1/n). Using a similar method, we can prove that every classical convex or
concave solution of the equation
n∑
i=1
arctanλi = −u+
1
2
n∑
i=1
xi
∂u
∂xi
.
must be a quadratic polynomial, where λi are the eigenvalues of the Hessian D
2u.
MSC 2000: Primary 53C44; Secondary 53A10.
Keywords: self-shrinking solutions; logarithmic Monge-Ampe`re flow; Lewy rota-
tion
1. Introduction
In 1915, S. Bernstein [9] proved his celebrated theorem that the only entire min-
imal graphs in 3 dimensional Euclidean space are planes. In 1954, K. Jo¨rgens [11]
proved that every classical strictly convex solution of the equation
(1.1) detD2u = 1, x ∈ R2
must be a quadratic polynomial, and Bernstein’s theorem can be proved using this
result. Meanwhile, E. Calabi (n ≤ 5) [7] and A.V. Pogorelov (n ≥ 2) [5] extended K.
Jo¨rgens’ theorem to Rn. Later J. Jost and Y.L. Xin had an alternative proof for this
result [10]. In 2003, L. Cafarelli and Y.Y. Li [15] gave an extension to the theorem
of K. Jo¨rgens, E. Calabi and A.V. Pogorelov. In that paper, they presented another
proof of the theorem of K. Jo¨rgens, E. Calabi and A.V. Pogorelov and did research
on the asymptotic behavior of convex solutions. They also used their results to
reprove the Bernstein theorems. Recently, A.M. Li and R.W. Xu [4] showed that
every smooth strictly convex solution on Rn of the Monge-Ampe`re type equation
(1.2) detD2u = exp{−
n∑
i=1
di
∂u
∂xi
− d0}, x ∈ Rn
1
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must be a quadratic polynomial where d0, d1, · · · , dn are constants.
From [17], we know that the gradient graph (x,∇u) determines a volume mini-
mizing surface in Cn if and only if u satisfies the special Lagrangian equation
n∑
i=1
arctan λi = Θ.
Here, λi are the eigenvalues of the Hessian D
2u and Θ is a constant. It belongs to
an important class of fully nonlinear elliptic equations which has been studied by
various authors (cf. J.G. Bao, J.Y. Chen, B. Guan, M. Jin [8], Y. Yuan [22]). A
Bernstein type theorem has been proved in [22]. It tells us, that if u is a smooth
convex function and satisfies the special Lagrangian equation in Rn then u must be
a quadratic polynomial.
Lagrangian self-similar solution being part of a minimal cone was investigated in
[12] with additional conditions on Maslov class and the Lagrangian angle. In this
paper we mainly do research on a Bernstein type problem for self-shrinking equations
of the Lagrangian mean curvature flow in Euclidean and pseudo-Euclidean space.
Consider the logarithmic Monge-Ampe`re flow, (cf.[14])
(1.3)


∂u
∂t
− 1
n
ln detD2u = 0, t > 0, x ∈ Rn,
u = u0(x), t = 0, x ∈ Rn.
By Proposition 2.1 in [18], there exists a family of diffeomorphisms
rt : R
n → Rn,
such that the maps
F (x, t) = (rt(x),Du(rt(x), t)) ⊂ R2nn ,
F0(x) = (x,Du0(x)).
satisfy the mean curvature flow in pseudo-Euclidean space:
(1.4)


dF
dt
=
−→
H,
F (x, 0) = F0(x),
where
−→
H is the mean curvature vector of the sub-manifold defined by F .
Definition 1.1. Assume that function u0(x) ∈ C2(Rn). We call u0(x) satisfying
Condition A, if
ΛI ≥ D2u0(x) ≥ λI, x ∈ Rn.
Here Λ, λ are two positive constants and I is the identity matrix.
For the logarithmic Monge-Ampe`re flow, the first author has obtained the long
time existence and the global estimates of derivatives of solutions (cf. Theorem 1.2
in [18]).
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Proposition 1.2. Let u0 : R
n → R be a C2 function which satisfies Condition A.
Then there exists a unique strictly convex solution of (1.3) such that
(1.5) u(x, t) ∈ C∞(Rn × (0,+∞)) ∩C(Rn × [0,+∞))
where u(·, t) satisfies Condition A. More generally, for l ∈ {3, 4, 5 · · · } and ε0 > 0,
there holds
(1.6) sup
x∈Rn
|Dlu(x, t)|2 ≤ C, ∀t ∈ (ε0,+∞),
where C depends only on n, λ,Λ,
1
ε0
.
In fact, in this paper we will prove the following stronger result:
Theorem 1.3. Assume that u(x, t) is a strictly convex solution of (1.3), and u(·, t)
satisfies Condition A. Then there exists a positive constant C depending only on
n, λ,Λ,
1
ε0
, such that
(1.7) sup
x∈Rn
|D3u(x, t)|2 ≤ C
t
, ∀t ≥ ε0.
More generally, for all l ∈ {3, 4, 5 · · · } there holds
(1.8) sup
x∈Rn
|Dlu(x, t)|2 ≤ C
tl−2
, ∀t ≥ ε0.
Remark 1.4. For the special Lagrangian evolution equation (1.13), there are similar
results in the paper [1].
Next we consider the following Monge-Ampe`re type equation
(1.9) detD2u = exp{n(−u+ 1
2
n∑
i=1
xi
∂u
∂xi
)}.
According to definitions in [20], we can show that an entire solution to (1.9) is a self-
shrinking solution to Lagrangian mean curvature flow in Pseudo-Euclidean space.
As an application of Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, we can prove that
Theorem 1.5. Assume that u : Rn → R is a C2 strictly convex solution of (1.9)
which satisfies
(1.10) lim inf
x→∞
|x|2µ(x) > 2(n − 1)
n
,
where µ(x) is the smallest eigenvalue of D2u. Then u must be a quadratic polyno-
mial. Furthermore, there exists a symmetric real matrix A such that
u = u(0) +
1
2
< x,Ax >,(1.11)
where detA = e−nu(0).
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Remark 1.6. In dimension 1, assume that u is a smooth solution of (1.9) with
u′(0) = 0, then
u = u(0) +
1
2
e−nu(0)x2.
This follows from the existence and the uniqueness results of ordinary differential
equations.
By Theorem 1.5 and by (1.11) we know that condition (1.10) implies
∇u(0) = 0.(1.12)
Then, a natural question is presented. If we weaken condition (1.10) to (1.12), does
the same result in Theorem 1.5 still hold?
In [13], the special Lagrangian evolution equation can be written as
(1.13)


∂u
∂t
− 1√−1 ln
det(I +
√−1D2u)√
det(I + (D2u)2)
= 0, t > 0, x ∈ Rn,
u = u0(x), t = 0, x ∈ Rn.
It is well-known that there exists a family of diffeomorphisms
rt : R
n → Rn,
such that
F (x, t) = (rt(x),Du(rt(x), t)) ⊂ R2n,
F0(x) = (x,Du0(x))
satisfies the mean curvature flow in Euclidean space:
(1.14)


dF
dt
=
−→
H,
F (x, 0) = F0(x),
where
−→
H is the mean curvature vector of the sub-manifold defined by F .
Consider the entire self-shrinking solutions to Lagrangian mean curvature flow
in Euclidean space. When the Hessian of the potential function u has eigenvalues
strictly uniformly between -1 and 1, A. Chau, J.Y. Chen and W.Y. He showed that
all self-shrinking solutions must be quadratic polynomials. The next two theorems
generalize their results [2].
Theorem 1.7. Let u be a C2 self-shrinking solution to Lagrangian mean curvature
flow in Euclidean space:
(1.15)
n∑
i=1
arctan λi = −u+ 1
2
n∑
i=1
xi
∂u
∂xi
,
where λi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) are the eigenvalues of Hessian D2u. Suppose that
(1.16) − 1 ≤ λi ≤ 1,
then u must be a quadratic polynomial.
Theorem 1.8. Let u be a C2 convex or concave solution to (1.15). Then u must
be a quadratic polynomial.
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Here we use some techniques in [22] and some ideas developed in the proof of
Lemma 3.2. We only use the elliptic equation (1.15), but don’t need the parabolic
equation (1.13).
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we obtain the differential in-
equality (2.1), which plays an important role in the third order decay estimates (see
Lemma 2.2). Then we complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 by the blow-up argu-
ment. In section 3, we give the proof of Theorem 1.5 by the second order derivative
estimates for the equations of Monge-Ampe`re type (1.9). In section 4, we prove
Theorem 1.7 and 1.8.
2. the decay estimates of the logarithmic Monge-Ampe`re flow
Throughout the following Einstein’s convention of summation over repeated in-
dices will be adopted. Denote
ui =
∂u
∂xi
, uij =
∂2u
∂xi∂xj
, uijk =
∂3u
∂xi∂xj∂xk
, · · · , and [uij] = [uij ]−1.
We introduce the comparison principle for solutions of Cauchy problems which be-
longs to Y. Giga, S. Goto, H. Ishii, M-H. Sato (cf. a special version of Theorem 4.1
in [21]).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that the functions σ∗, σ
∗ ∈ C2,1(Rn × (0,+∞)) ∩ C(Rn ×
[0,+∞)) and u satisfies Condition A. If there exists a positive constant C, such that
σ∗ ≤ C, σ∗ ≤ C,
and σ∗ , σ
∗ satisfy
∂tσ∗ − 1
n
uijσ∗ij +
1
2n2
σ2∗ ≤ 0, ∀t > 0, x ∈ Rn;
∂tσ
∗ − 1
n
uijσ∗ij +
1
2n2
σ∗2 ≥ 0, ∀t > 0, x ∈ Rn;
σ∗ ≤ σ∗, t = 0, ∀x ∈ Rn.
Then there holds
σ∗ ≤ σ∗, ∀t > 0, x ∈ Rn.
We are now in a position to describe Calabi’s computation. It is used by A.V.
Pogorelov and L. Caffarelli, L. Nirenbgerg, J. Spruck, to estimate the third deriva-
tives of Monge-Ampe`re Equation (cf. [5], [16]). Here we use his methods to carry
out the third derivatives of Monge-Ampe`re Equation of parabolic type.
Let
σ = uklupqursukprulqs.
Then the expression measures the square of the third derivatives in terms of the
Riemannian metric ds2 = uijdx
idxi. We establish the following lemma which is a
parabolic version of Lemma 3.1 in [16].
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Lemma 2.2. Let u be a solution of (1.3). If u(·, t) satisfies (1.5) and Condition A.
Then σ satisfies a parabolic inequality:
(2.1) ∂tσ − 1
n
uijσij +
1
2n2
σ2 ≤ 0, ∀t > 0, x ∈ Rn.
Proof. Note that
∂uab = −uac∂ucdudb,
∂tσ = 2u
klupqurs∂tukprulqs − 3uka∂tuabublupqursukprulqs.
By the equation (1.3), we have
∂tua =
1
n
uijuaij ,
∂tuab =
1
n
uijuabij − 1
n
uicujduaijubcd,
∂tukpr =
1
n
uijukprij − 1
n
uiaujburabukpij
− 1
n
uicujdupcdukrij − 1
n
uicujdukijuprcd
+
1
n
uiaucburabu
jdukijupcd +
1
n
uicujaudburabukijupcd.
Then
(2.2)
n∂tσ =2u
klupqursuijulqsukprij − 6uklupqursuiaujbulqsurabukpij
+ 4uklupqursuiaucbujdulqsurabukijupcd
− 3ukaublupqursuijukprulqsuabij + 3ukaublupqursuicujdukprulqsuaijubcd.
By the computation in [16], we have
(2.3)
uijσij =2u
klupqursuijulqsukprij + 2u
klupqursuijukpriulqsj
− 12ukaublupqursuijuabiulqsukprj
+ 6ukaublupcudqursuijukprulqsuabiucdj
− 3ukaublupqursuijukprulqsuabij
+ 3ukcuadublupqursuijukprulqsuabiucdj
+ 3ukaubcudlupqursuijukprulqsuabiucdj .
At any point x, we may assume that uij is diagonal after a suitable rotation. So the
simplified versions of (2.2), (2.3) are
n∂tσ =2u
kkuppurruiiukprukprii − 6ukkuppurruiiujjukprurijukpij
+ 4ukkuppurruiiuccujjukpruricukijupcj
− 3ukkubbuppurruiiukprubprukbii + 3ukkubbuppurruiiujjukprubprukijubij ,
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uijσij =2u
kkuppurruiiukprukprii + 2u
kkuppurruiiukpriukpri
− 12ukkubbuppurruiiukbiubprukpri + 6ukkubbuppuddurruiiukprubdrukbiupdi
− 3ukkubbuppurruiiukprubprukbii + 3ukkuaaubbuppurruiiukprubpruabiukai
+ 3ukkubbudduppurruiiukprudprukbiubdi.
Let
A = ukkuppurrulluqquiiukprulqrukliupqi,
B = ukkuppurrulluqquiiukprulprukqiulqi.
Then, we get
n∂tσ =2u
kkuppurruiiukprukprii − 6ukkuppurruiiujjukprurijukpij
− 3ukkubbuppurruiiukprubprukbii + 4A+ 3B,
uijσij =2u
kkuppurruiiukprukprii + 2u
kkuppurruiiukpriukpri
− 12ukkubbuppurruiiukbiubprukpri
− 3ukkubbuppurruiiukprubprukbii
+ 6A+ 3B + 3B.
It is easy to verify that
ukkubbuppurruiiukbiubprukpri = u
kkuppurruiiujjukprurijukpij.
So we obtain
(2.4)
uijσij − n∂tσ =2ukkuppurruiiukpriukpri − 6ukkuppurruiiujjukprurijukpij
+ 3B + 2A.
Thus
2ukkuppurruiiukpriukpri − 6ukkuppurruiiujjukprurijukpij
=2ukkuppurruii[ukpri − 1
2
ull(ukliuplr + upliuklr + urliukpl)]
2
− 1
2
ukkuppurruii | ull(ukliuplr + upliuklr + urliukpl) |2
=2ukkuppurruii[ukpri − 1
2
ull(ukliuplr + upliuklr + urliukpl)]
2
− 3
2
B − 6
2
A
≥− 3
2
B − 3A.
By B ≥ A and B ≥ 1
n
σ2 (cf. [16]), (2.4) tells us that
uijσij − n∂tσ ≥ 1
2
B +B −A
≥ 1
2n
σ2.

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Corollary 2.3. Assume u0(x) be a smooth function satisfying Condition A and
(2.5) sup
x∈Rn
|D3u0| < +∞.
Set σ0 = σ |t=0. Then
(2.6) sup
x∈Rn
σ ≤ supx∈Rn σ0
1 + 1
2n2
supx∈Rn σ0t
, ∀t > 0,
i.e,
(2.7) sup
x∈Rn
|D3u|2 ≤ C supx∈Rn |D
3u0|2
1 + supx∈Rn |D3u0|2t
, ∀t > 0,
where C is positive constant depending only on n, λ,Λ.
Proof. By Schauder estimates, as in the proof of Proposition 1.2 (cf. [18]), we have
sup
x∈Rn
σ ≤ C.
Here, C is a positive constant depending only on n, λ,Λ and supx∈Rn |D3u0|. Set
σ∗ = σ and
σ∗ =
supx∈Rn σ0
1 + 1
2n2
supx∈Rn σ0t
.
In this case, one can verify that
d
dt
σ∗ +
1
2n2
σ∗2 = 0,
with
σ∗|t=0 = sup
x∈Rn
σ0.
Then by Lemma 2.1 we obtain (2.6) and (2.7). 
By now we have proved (1.7) with an additional condition (2.5). Using Krylov-
Safonov theory and interior Schauder estimates of parabolic equations, we need not
that u0 satisfies (2.5) for our theorem .
Proof of Theorem 1.3:
By Proposition 1.2, we have
(2.8) sup
x∈Rn
|D3u|t=ε0 ≤ C,
where C is a positive constant depending only on n, λ,Λ and
1
ε0
. Using Corollary
2.3, it follows from (2.8) that we obtain (1.7).
We will derive high order estimates (1.8) via the blow up argument. To do so, by
[1], we employ a parabolic scaling now. The remaining proof is routine. Define
y = µ(x− x0), s = µ2(t− t0),
uµ(y, s) = µ
2[u(x, t)− u(x0, t0)−Du(x0, t0) · (x− x0)].
It is easy to see that
D2yuµ = D
2
xu,
∂
∂s
uµ =
∂
∂t
u
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and
Dlyuµ = µ
2−lDlxu
for all nonnegative integers l. By computing, uµ(y, s) satisfies

∂uµ
∂s
− 1
n
ln detD2uµ = 0, s > 0, y ∈ Rn,
uµ = uµ(y, s)|t=t0 , s = 0, y ∈ Rn,
with
(2.9) uµ(0, 0) = Duµ(0, 0) = 0.
Without loss of generality, we prove (1.8) for l = 4 only since the statement follows
in a similar way for all l by induction on l.
Note that
sup
x∈Rn
|D4u| < +∞, t ≥ ε0.
Suppose that |D4u|2t2 were not bounded on Rn × [ε0,+∞). By Lemma 3.5 in [19],
there would be a sequence tk → +∞, such that
(2.10) 2ρk := sup
x∈Rn
|D4u(x, tk)|2t2k → +∞
and
(2.11) sup
x∈Rn,t≤tk
|D4u(x, t)|2t2 ≤ 2ρk.
Then there exists xk such that
(2.12) |D4u(xk, tk)|2t2k ≥ ρk → +∞ as tk → +∞.
Let (y,Duµk(y, s)) be a parabolic scaling of (x,Du(x, t)) by µk = (
ρk
t2k
)
1
4 at (xk, tk)
for each k. Thus uµk(y, s) is a solution of a fully nonlinear parabolic equation
(2.13)
∂uµk
∂s
− 1
n
ln detD2uµk = 0, −µ2ktk < s ≤ 0, y ∈ Rn.
Combining (2.10), (2.11) with (2.12), there holds
(2.14) |D2yuµk | = |D2xu| ≤ nΛ, (y, s) ∈ Rn × (−µ2ktk, 0];
∀y ∈ Rn, |D3yuµk |2 = µ−2k |D3xu|2
≤ µ−2k t−1k C
= ρ
− 1
2
k C → 0
and
(2.15) ∀y ∈ Rn, |D4yuµk |2 = µ−4k |D4xu|2 ≤ 2;
|D4yuµk(0, 0)| ≥ 1.
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Using (2.13), by Schauder estimates, there exists a constant C depending only on
n, λ,Λ,
1
ε0
, such that for l ≥ 4, we derive
(2.16) ∀(y, s) ∈ Rn × (−µ2ktk, 0], |Dlyuµk |2 ≤ C.
Combining (2.9), (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) together, a diagonal sequence argument
shows that uµk converges subsequently and uniformly on compact subsets in R
n ×
(−∞, 0] to a smooth function u∞ with
∀(y, s) ∈ Rn × (−∞, 0], |D3yu∞| = 0
and
|D4yu∞(0, 0)| ≥ 1.
It is a contradiction. 
3. self-shrinking solutions to lagrangian mean curvature flow in
Pseudo-Euclidean space
We now describe the relationship between Monge-Ampe`re type equations (1.9)
and the logarithmic Monge-Ampe`re flow.
A solution F (·, t) of (1.4) is called self-shrinking if it has the form
(3.1) Mt =
√−tM−1 for all t < 0,
where Mt = F (·, t).
Assume that F (x, t) is a self-shrinking solution of (1.4). Following Proposition
2.1 in [18], u(x, t) satisfies
(3.2)
∂u
∂t
− 1
n
ln detD2u = 0, t < 0, x ∈ Rn.
Hence,
D(u(x, t) + tu(
x√−t ,−1)) = 0,
i.e.,
(3.3) u(x, t) = −tu( x√−t ,−1), t < 0.
Thus combining (3.2), (3.3) and letting t = −1, we can verify that u(x,−1) satisfies
(1.9).
Conversely, if u(x) solves (1.9) , then using (3.3), we can obtain a solution F (x, t)
to (1.4) which is shrinking . Suppose that u(x) solves (1.9). Define
u(x, t) = −tu( x√−t).
One can easily check the family Mt = {(x,Du(x, t))|x ∈ Rn} satisfying (3.1) and
we also have
∂u
∂t
(x, t) = −u( x√−t) +
1
2
< ∇u, x√−t >=
1
n
ln detD2u.
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In other words, u(x, t) solves the logarithmic gradient flow. By the above discussion,
there exists a family rt, such that F (x, t) = (rt(x),Du(rt(x), t)) is a self-shrinking
solution of (1.4).
Based on Theorem 1.3 according to the parabolic equation (1.3), we will prove
the following Lemma by the same methods in [2].
Lemma 3.1. Let u : Rn → R be a smooth solution of (1.9) which satisfies condition
A. Then u must be a quadratic polynomial.
Proof. If u is a smooth solution to (1.9), then
v(x, t) = (1− t)u( x√
1− t)
is a solution to (1.3) for t ∈ (0, 1) with initial data u(x). Hence applying Proposition
1.2 to v(x, t) we show that this solution is unique. By Theorem 1.3, there is some
constant C, such that |D3v(x, t)| ≤ C for t ≥ ε0 and any x ∈ Rn . But one checks
directly that
D3v(x, t) =
1√
1− tD
3u(
x√
1− t).
This implies
|D3u(x)| = |D3u(x
√
1− t√
1− t )| =
√
1− t|D3v(x√1− t, t)| ≤ C√1− t
for any x. It follows that D3u(x) ≡ 0 by letting t→ 1. Then u must be a quadratic
polynomial. Lemma 3.1 is established. 
In fact, using the interior estimated skills (c.f. [6]), we can get the upper bound
for the second derivatives of solutions of (1.9) under the condition (1.10).
Lemma 3.2. Let u : Rn → R be a smooth strictly convex solution to (1.9) and
suppose µ(x) satisfies (1.10). Then there exists a positive constant R0 depending
only on µ(x), such that
(3.4) D2u(x) ≤ CI, x ∈ Rn,
where C is a positive constant depending only on µ(x) and ‖u‖C2(B¯R0+1). BR0 is a
ball centered at 0 with radius R0 in R
n.
Proof. Denote
ui =
∂u
∂xi
, uij =
∂2u
∂xi∂xj
, uijk =
∂3u
∂xi∂xj∂xk
, · · ·
and
[uij ] = [uij ]
−1, L = uij
∂2
∂xi∂xj
.
Let γ denotes a vector field. Set
uγ = Dγu, uγγ = D
2
γγu.
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We will prove that
sup
x∈Rn, γ∈Sn−1
uγγ ≤ C.
By (1.10), there is some constant λ >
2(n − 1)
n
and some constant R0, such that
|x|2µ(x) ≥ λ,
for |x| > R0 + 1. One can define a family of smooth function by
fk(t) =


1, 0 ≤ t ≤ R0,
ϕ R0 ≤ t ≤ R0 + 1,
− k[t2 − (R0 + 1)2] + 3
4
, t ≥ R0 + 1,
where 0 < k ≤ 1, and (t, ϕ(t)) is a smooth curve connecting two points (R0, 1),
(R0 + 1,
3
4
) satisfying
3
4
≤ ϕ ≤ 1.
We view uγγ as a function on R
n × Sn−1. It is easy to see that fk(|x|)uγγ always
attains its maximum at
(p, ξ) ∈ {(x, γ) ∈ Rn × Sn−1|fk(|x|) > 0}.
By (1.10), we have uγγ > 0. Let
ηk(x) = fk(|x|), w = ηk(x)uξξ.
Then at p,
(3.5) 0 ≥ Lw = uij(ηkuξξ)ij = uij(ηk)ijuξξ + 2uij(ηk)i(uξξ)j + ηkuij(uξξ)ij.
We assume that
p ∈ {x ∈ Rn||x| > R0 + 1}.
Then at p, the derivative uξξ will be the maximum eigenvalue of the Hessian D
2u.
By a rotation, we can assume that D2u is diagonal with ξ as the x1 direction. In
this case, uξξ = u11. Then at p, there holds
(ηku11)j = 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Hence
(3.6) (u11)j = −u11 (ηk)j
ηk
, (ηk)j = −ηk (u11)j
u11
, j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Clearly, by (3.6),
(3.7)
2uij(ηk)i(u11)j =u
11(ηk)1u111 + u
11(ηk)1u111 + 2
∑
i 6=1
(ηk)iu11i
uii
=− u11 (ηk)1(ηk)1
ηk
u11 − u11ηku
2
111
u11
− 2
∑
i 6=1
ηk
u211i
uiiu11
.
Let < ·, · > be the inner product in Rn. Differentiating the equation (1.9), we have
1
n
uijuij1 = −1
2
u1 +
1
2
< x,Du1 >,
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(3.8)
1
n
uiju11ij =
1
n
n∑
i,j=1
u2ij1
uiiujj
+
1
2
< x,Du11 > .
Substituting (3.7), (3.8) into (3.5) and using
(ηk)i = −2kxi, (ηk)ij = −2kδij ,
we have, at p,
0 ≥− 1
n
2k
n∑
i=1
uiiu11 − 1
n
(ηk)
2
1
ηk
− 1
n
ηk
u2111
u211
− 1
n
2ηk
∑
i 6=1
u211i
uiiu11
+
1
n
ηk
n∑
i,j=1
u2ij1
uiiujj
+
ηk
2
< x,Du11 > .
Note that
ηk
n∑
i,j=1
u2ij1
uiiujj
≥ ηk u
2
111
u211
+ 2ηk
∑
i 6=1
u211i
uiiu11
.
Combining the above two inequalities, at p, we get
0 ≥ − 1
n
2k
n∑
i=1
uiiu11 − 1
n
(ηk)
2
1
ηk
+
ηk
2
< x,Du11 > .
In view of (3.6),
ηk
2
< x,Du11 >= −u11
2
< x,Dηk > .
Then at p,
(ηk)
2
1
ηk
≥ −2k
n∑
i=1
uiiu11 − nu11
2
< x,Dηk > .
Using uii ≥ λ|x|2 for i ≥ 2, we deduce from the above that
4k2x21
ηk
≥ −2k − 2k(n− 1)
λ
|x|2u11 + nk|x|2u11,
i.e., at p,
4kx21 + 2ηk
n|x|2 − 2(n−1)
λ
|x|2
≥ ηku11.
Thus if p ∈ {x ∈ Rn||x| > R0 + 1}, then there holds
(3.9) max
x∈Rn,γ∈Sn−1
ηkuγγ ≤ 4kλx
2
1 + 2ληk
(λ− 2(n−1)
n
)n|x|2
≤ 6λ
(λ− 2(n−1)
n
)n
.
And if p ∈ {x ∈ Rn||x| ≤ R0 + 1}, then
(3.10) max
x∈Rn,γ∈Sn−1
ηkuγγ ≤ ‖u‖C2(B¯R0+1).
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From (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain
(3.11) max
x∈Rn,γ∈Sn−1
ηkuγγ ≤ 6λ
(λ− 2(n−1)
n
)n
+ ‖u‖C2(B¯R0+1).
For any fixed x ∈ Rn and γ ∈ Sn−1, let k converges to 0, then
3
4
uγγ ≤ 6λ
(λ− 2(n−1)
n
)n
+ ‖u‖C2(B¯R0+1).
So we obtain
uγγ ≤ 24λ
(3λ − 6(n−1)
n
)n
+
4
3
‖u‖C2(B¯R0+1)
and Lemma 3.2 is established. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5:
Introduce the Legendre transformation of u,
yi =
∂u
∂xi
, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, u∗(y1, · · · , yn) :=
n∑
i=1
xi
∂u
∂xi
− u(x).
In terms of y1, · · · , yn, u∗(y1, · · · , yn), one can easily check that
∂2u∗
∂yi∂yj
= [
∂2u
∂xi∂xj
]−1.
Thus, in view of (3.4),
D2u∗ ≥ 1
C
I.
And the PDE (1.9) can be rewritten as
detD2u∗ = exp{n(−u∗ + 1
2
n∑
i=1
yi
∂u∗
∂yi
)}.
Using Lemma 3.2, we have
D2u∗ ≤ CI.
So
1
C
I ≤ D2u ≤ CI.
An application of Lemma 3.1 yields the desired result. 
4. self-shrinking solutions to lagrangian mean curvature flow in
Euclidean space
In this section, first we present the proof of Theorems 1.7. Then, by the Lewy
rotation, we obtain Theorem 1.8.
Proof of Theorem 1.7:
For x ∈ Rn, let
ηk(x) =
{
1 |x| ≦ R0
−k(|x|2 −R20) + 1 |x| ≧ R0
.
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Here R0 and k < 1 be two positive constants which we will determine later. Similar
to [22], we denote
gij = δij +
n∑
k=1
uikukj.
By (1.16), we have
−I ≤ D2u ≤ I.
We set
φ(x) = ηke
α ln det g,
where α is a positive constant which will be determined later. Assume that at the
point p, φ attains its maximum value. Obviously, at p, ηk(p) > 0. If
p ∈ {X ∈ Rn||X| > R0},
then
(ηk)ij = −2kδij , (ηk)i = −2kxi.(4.1)
At p, we get
Dηk + ηkαD ln det g = 0,(4.2)
and
0 ≥gijφij
=gij(ηk)ije
α ln det g + 2gij(ηk)i(e
α ln det g)j + g
ijηk(e
α ln det g)ij
=eα ln det g[gij(ηk)ij + 2g
ij(ηk)i(α ln det g)j + ηkg
ij(α ln det g)ij
+ ηkg
ij(α ln det g)i(α ln det g)j ].
We pick a coordinate system satisfying uij = uiiδij at p. Then, inserting (4.1) and
(4.2) to the above inequality, at p, we get
(4.3) 0 ≥ −2k
∑
i
1
1 + u2ii
+ ηkg
ij(α ln det g)ij − ηkgij(α ln det g)i(α ln det g)j .
Differentiating (1.15) twice, we have
glkulki = −ui
2
+
1
2
< x,Dui >,
glkulkij = g
lmgnkulki
n∑
s=1
(umsjusn + umsusnj) +
1
2
< x,Duij > .
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Similar to Lemma 2.1 in [22], we arrive at, at p,
gij(ln det g)ij(4.4)
= gij(gab)i(gab)j + g
ijgab(gab)ij
=
n∑
i,a,b=1
−giigaagbbu2abi(uaa + ubb)2 +
n∑
a,b=1
gijgabuabij(uaa + ubb)
+
n∑
i,k,a=1
2gaagiiu2aki
= 2
n∑
a,b,c=1
gaagbbgccu2abc(1 + uaaubb) +
n∑
a,b,c=1
gaauaa < x,Duaa >
= 2
n∑
a,b,c=1
gaagbbgccu2abc(1 + uaaubb) +
1
2
< x,D ln det g > .
Inserting the above equality into (4.3) and combining (4.1) with (4.2), we obtain
0 ≥ −2kn+ ηkα1
2
< x,D ln det g > +2ηkα
n∑
a,b,c=1
gaagbbgccu2abc(1 + uaaubb)
−4ηkα2
n∑
i=1
gii(
n∑
a=1
gaauaauaai)
2
≥ −1
2
< x,Dηk > −2kn+ 2ηkα
n∑
a,b,c=1
gaagbbgccu2abc(1 + uaaubb)
−4n2ηkα2
n∑
a,b=1
gbbgaagaau2aau
2
aab
≥ k(|x|2 − 2n) + 2ηkα(1− 2n2α)
n∑
a,b=1
gbbgaagaau2aau
2
aab.
If we take
R0 >
√
2n, and α <
1
2n2
,(4.5)
we have a contradiction.
Assume the function ln det g is not constant in Rn. Then there is a ball BR0
centered at 0 with radius R0 satisfying (4.5), such that the function ln det g is
not a constant in BR0 . Suppose that ln det g attains its maximum value in BR0 .
Applying strong maximum principle to (4.4), we obtain ln det g is a constant. This
is a contradiction. Hence ln det g attains its maximum value only on the boundary
∂BR0 . Similarly, in B
√
R20+1
, ln det g also attains its maximum value only on the
boundary ∂B√
R20+1
. We assume that the points p1 and p2 be maximum value points
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with respect to ∂BR0 and ∂B
√
R20+1
, namely,
max
BR0
ln det g = ln det g(p1),
max
B
(R20+1)
1/2
ln det g = ln det g(p2).
Then
ln det g(p1) ≤ ln det g(p2).
But the equality can not hold. In fact, if the equality holds, then the function
ln det g achieves its maximum value in the interior of the domain B√
R20+1
. This is
a contradiction. So we can choose k sufficiently small such that
φ(P1) = (det g)
α(p1) < (1− k)(det g)α(p2) = φ(p2).
This means that, for fixed u, we can choose suitable k such that the maximum value
of φ only occurs in the set
{X ∈ Rn||X| > R0}.
But we have proved that it is impossible. Thus the discussion implies the function
ln det g is a constant. So by (4.4), we have
gaagbbgccu2abc(1 + uaaubb) = 0.
Now we can use the same argument of Proposition 2.1 in [22]. We obtain
u2abc(1 + uaaubb) = u
2
abc(1 + ubbucc) = u
2
abc(1 + uccuaa).
Observe that one of uaaubb, ubbucc and uccuaa must be nonnegative, we get, at every
point,
uabc = 0.
Consequently, u is a quadric polynomial. 
Proposition 4.1. Assume that u be a smooth solution to (1.15) and D2u satisfies
(4.6) D2u ≥ 0.
Set Lewy rotation[22],
(4.7)


x¯ =
x+Du(x)√
2
Du¯(x¯) =
−x+Du(x)√
2
.
Then u¯ is a smooth solution to (1.15) and D2u¯ satisfies (1.16).
Proof: Suppose that
F = arctan(λ1) + · · ·+ arctan(λn), G = −u+ 1
2
< x,Du >,
x = (x1, · · · , xn), ∂F
∂x
= (
∂F
∂x1
, · · · , ∂F
∂xn
).
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Then
(4.8)
∂F
∂x¯
=
∂F
∂x
∂x
∂x¯
.
By (4.7), we get
(4.9)


x =
x¯−Du¯(x¯)√
2
Du(x) =
x¯+Du¯(x¯)√
2
.
So
(4.10)
∂x
∂x¯
=
I −D2u¯(x¯)√
2
.
By (1.15) and (4.9), we have
(4.11)
∂F
∂x
=
∂G
∂x
= −1
2
Du+
1
2
xD2u
= − x¯+Du¯(x¯)
2
√
2
+
1
4
(x¯−Du¯(x¯))(I +D2u¯(x¯))∂x¯
∂x
.
Using (4.8), (4.10), (4.11) and
∂x¯
∂x
∂x
∂x¯
= I,
we obtain
(4.12)
∂F
∂x¯
= −1
4
(x¯+Du¯(x¯))(I −D2u¯(x¯)) + 1
4
(x¯−Du¯(x¯))(I +D2u¯(x¯))
= −1
2
Du¯+
1
2
x¯D2u¯.
From (4.7), we see that
(4.13) D2u¯ = (I +D2u)−1(−I +D2u).
Hence,
(4.14) arctan(λ1) + · · ·+ arctan(λn) = npi
4
+ (arctan(λ¯1) + · · ·+ arctan(λ¯n)).
Set
F¯ = arctan(λ¯1) + · · ·+ arctan(λ¯n), G¯ = −u¯+ 1
2
< x¯,Du¯ > .
Combining (4.12) with (4.14), we obtain
∂F¯
∂x¯
= −1
2
Du¯+
1
2
x¯D2u¯ =
∂G¯
∂x¯
.
By (4.13),
−I ≤ D2u¯ ≤ I.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8:
Case 1. Assume that u be a smooth convex solution to (1.15). By Lewy rotation
(4.7) in Proposition 4.1, u¯ is a smooth solution to (1.15) and D2u¯ satisfies (1.16).
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Using Theorem 1.7, D2u¯ must be a constant matrix. From (4.13), we deduce that
u is a quadric polynomial.
Case 2. Assume that u is a smooth concave solution to (1.15). Set u∗ = −u, then
u∗ must be a quadric polynomial by case 1.
So we have the desired results. 
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